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Beer pong rules cup tips over

Courtesy of Beer Pong Golf Football season is just around the corner, and we all know that sport just isn't the same without some good ol' fashion tailgating action, right? And there's nothing more fun than the pre-football ritual of playing cornhole - until now, it is. Beer Pong Golf, which launched on Kickstarter this month,
is an all-in-one tailgating game that combines cornhole with beer pong and golf. The creators, two brothers from South Carolina, explain that the game has similar rules to cornhole, but instead of throwing bags, you put golf balls in holes that hold red plastic cups on the lawn covered with a board. As you can see in the
video below, beer pong golf could completely change the way you are this season's back door. This content is imported from Facebook. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find additional information on your website. If you need this ingenious invention in your life, you
can pre-order it now for $75 via Kickstarter (board, mat, and six golf balls are included in the price) and expect yourBeer Pong Golf set to arrive at your door sometime in October. (h/t Southern Life) Join us at our country fairs held in Nashville, Rhinebeck, Columbus and Atlanta, where you'll find over 200 vendors, cooking
and craft demonstrations, and great food. Visit stellashows.com buy tickets in advance. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io College of Social Life for
some covers a very wide range of matters. From service events to college sports, social life in college is a very large part of the atmosphere throughout the campus. One of the fun parts of social life is parties. For those who have exceeded the legal age to drink alcohol a very popular game that is played is called Beer
Pong! The rules are quite simple: You're on teams of two, you and your partner take turns shooting ping pong ball into 6 (or 10) cups that can be filled with water/beer/wine/whatever! If you make a cup, the other team you've faced will drink the cup. The goal is to put all the cups in front of the other team! This whole game
is usually played on a 4' by 2' table with a triangle sketched on both sides to place cups. To create a custom table, you need to create a few things before you start. Instruments:SanderSandpaperElectric SawSaw horsesScrewgunScrews (1/5 - 1)NailgunNails (1 1/4 - 1 1/2)Table legs (2 sets)Piano hinge (2'Length)(1) 4' x
5 2' 2 Plywood (3/4 preferred) (2-3) 1 x 2 (4' length) Paint Paint BrushesPencils / PensAny logo templateRead with a pre-cut 4' x 2' piece of plywood and cut in half exactly 24 from the end. It will give you two pieces to work on instead of one big sheet. (Seen in the pictures above) After cutting out two pieces, the next step
is to prepare both pieces by grinding In my experience using an automatic grinder, I found using medium grained paper then after 2-3 times go through the piece, switching to fine grain paper to get a smooth surface. (See above) Total time: 2-4 hoursS both pieces smooth from grinding will be the next step of all aprons
and legs. The apron will be added to the added function for appearance on the sides. this will give him not only some support for the end, but as well as support for the center with the hinge. Cut 4 long 24 pieces for edges of 1 'x 2' and then 4 short 22 inch at the ends, as shown in the first picture for this stepConnection of
these pieces can be done in several ways. I found the best way was using a nassing gun and coming from the inside at an angle on each of the apron pieces. The correct size of the nail depends on the thickness of the selected plywood. Grinding the apron is optional, but it is highly designed as it can be painted if cut as
the main pieces. After successfully adding an apron to the two main pieces, the next step is to add folding legsIn this example, two sets of legs have been added. Initially, only one set was used, but support was poor with only one set for both main pieces, so another set was added. Note: With a very short width, the
position of the legs is very important so that they can fold sufficiently so that they do not protrud too much. Although there are many options for portable folding legs, please keep in mind when choosing this item carefully read the width of the legs on the box before buyingIn this example, I decided to keep the back
reinforcement on the folding legs about 4 from the nearest edge of the apron. This gave the legs enough space to decompose and not collide with each other. The same was done for the second set on the second main piece. (See above) Total time: 1 - 2 hoursAs the successful addition of legs to the two main pieces
along with the apron now comes the best part of this project, the picture! Since then, all the specifics made in this example are completely optional. This is your project and can be done however you would like to see it completed. For this example, however, I decided to focus on my college colors, fraternity letters, and
college name. The first thing to focus on are triangles for holding cups. In this example, the line was drawn about 2 from the edge and ended up about 16 wide. This line would be the bottom of the triangle. For the height of the triangle, a line was drawn toward the other end of the table about 14. The sides were then
closed with a straight edge. (See above) Note: These triangle dimensions are ready to change. Originally, I never found any official size for the triangle, but this size worked well for the 6 cups I was hoping to play with. If you decide to go with a triangle of 10 cups, you will need to adjust the size. After doing the same on
the second main piece, with some painters tape and some newspaper or any type of covering, outline the triangle Painting. The choice of colors is entirely up to the builder, but it will take several coats to get a good look. OPTIONAL Following are just some optional options for your spreadsheet that you can add: Add
logos/decals to the center area for an individual take on the table. (See above) Add personal color to the apron / color switching for the main pieces. Adding LED lights along the edge (to the apron or along the bottom)Total time: 4-5 hours (depending on the drying time of the paint)Adding a curtain to the table is one of
the last things. Depending on what type of hinge he bought, in this example it was a 24 piano hinge with holes for screws on the side, it may be better to attach it before or post painting. (See above) The only thing to keep in mind when connecting the hinge is to make sure that the area into which the screws go will be
able to be caught by wood. Some trial and error may be needed to see if the screws will successfully catch in the forestTatal time: 20 - 30 Minutes The final step in the project is to test the balance of the table. If the table is unbalanced, some adjustments may be needed with the foot locationO if some areas need to be
navigated again with painting before use, this final run down will ensure that the project is completed for the creator of the original vision. OPTIONALOne optional addition to the final product could be the addition of handlebars for easy transportation. Attached to one side, the handlebars would move the folded table from
room to room, car to house, back door to yard easier. Total time: 20 - 30 minutes Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed daily newsletter! Why trust BestReviews? BestReviews spend thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choice for most consumers. We only
make money if you purchase the product through our links and all opinions about the products are our own. Read more BestReviews spend thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choice for most consumers. We only make money if you purchase the product through our
links and all opinions about the products are our own. Read more BestReviews spend thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choice for most consumers. We buy all products from our own means and never accept free products from manufacturers. Read more
Materials:Chipboard 10 X 10 ft. 2X4 is 34 inches. In length blue color table saw cutter drill drill 3 inches. Hole Saw Glue GunGorilla Wood Glue Clamps Screws 1.5 inches. In the length of nails 0.5 inches. In length Hammer Box CutterSolo Cups x6Ping Pong BallsThis NetTake chipboard and cut it to 72 X 30 Inches.Take
6 Solo Cups and Contour Circles. Use the hole saw and drill to cut them out. Take a spare wooden board and cut thin side panels 1 3/4 in. Wide. Make two of them 72 inches and two 28 inches. Smaller ones may vary in size. is at the bottom edge of the edge table top. Take some clamps and use them on the corners to
hold the pieces in place. Take four 2X4s and cut them to 34 inches. Take the screws, about 2 inches long, and drill. Drill 2 screws into the 4 inch side, one into the 2 inch side, and two over the table to the top. Be sure to pass through the thin panels that you cut in step one and do not intersectSew the top of the table and
legs. This is much easier than painting the whole table at the end because of all the parts at one end. Make four of these planks, about 26 x 2.5 inches, from chipboard and paint them. Drill two into 2X4 holes to prevent the screws from holding them in place. Start by drilling the pilot holes to make it easier. Use two
screws. Drill the other two about 20 inches from the edge of the table. Take a thin piece of chipboard and cut it into 4 identical pieces, 3.5 in. Long. Glue two to the back of the table and one on both sides between the planks. Use clamps to hold them in place to dry overnight. Take the net and cut it into two pieces of 25 x
30 inches. Then one long piece about 110 X 32 inches. Use 0.5 in. nails and a nail hammer in planks. Wrap it so that it is free enough for the ball to fall through. Pull the long net to the end and nam it to the front legs, about 24.5 inches from the ground. Be sure to test that the net is tight enough, so that ping pong balls
come back forward. If necessary, pull out the remaining net about 2 inches and sua down it, creating a place to search. Pull the sides of the long net, and the nail is about 26.5 inches from the edge of the retaining board. Take six solo cups and cut out the bottom with a cutter. Use a hot glue gun to attach them above the
holes. Ping Pong balls sometimes don't have to go back, so you can add blocks of wood to your hind legs to add some height to help the balls come back consistently. About 3 inches will do. However, it can affect the spirit of the game, and is not necessary. If the ping-pong balls don't come back as close forward as
you'd like, add a small amount of weight to the place you want to collect. Is.
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